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Executive Summary
This document is the deliverable “D1.2 – Data management plan” of the European project “EDI – European
Data Incubator” (hereinafter also referred to as “EDI”, project reference: 779790). Updated annually, this
plan includes an exhaustive list of: datasets reference, name and description; standards and metadata
(open and reusable); data sharing scheme (under a CC license or private in case of closed data) and
archiving and preservation. It will be updated during the project lifetime.
The Data Management Plan (DMP) describes the types of data that will be generated and/or gathered
during the project, the standards that will be used, the ways in which data will be exploited and shared
(for verification or reuse), and in which way data will be preserved. This DMP has been prepared by taking
into account the template of the “Guidelines on Data Management in Horizon 2020” [1][2]. The
elaboration of the DMP will allow EDI partners to address all issues related with data protection, including
ethical concerns and security protection strategy. EDI takes part in the Open Research Data Pilot (ORD
pilot); this pilot aims to improve and maximise access to and re-use of research data generated by Horizon
2020 projects, such as the data generated by the EDI platform during its deployment and validation.
Moreover, under Horizon 2020 each beneficiary must ensure open access to all peer-reviewed scientific
publications relating to its results: these publications shall be made also available through the public
section of the EDI website. All these aspects have been taken into account in the elaboration of the DMP.
A first version of the deliverable “D1.2 – Data management plan” is due by M6. This document offers
detailed definition of data flows and datasets generated by project, together with a revision of the ethics
requirements to be met by the project with the supervision of the External Ethics Advisor. The DMP will
be a living document throughout the project, and this initial version will evolve during the EDI lifespan
according to the progress of project activities.
Starting from a brief illustration of the EDI project, and of the ethical concerns raised by the project
activities, this report describes the procedures of data collection, storing and processing, with a final
overview on EDI security protection strategy. This report does not cover the general concerns related to
ethics and data protection, as they are the focus of dedicated deliverables already submitted – namely
“D6.1 POPD – Requirements No. 1” [15], “D6.2 GEN – Requirements No. 2”[16], “D6.3 POPD –
Requirements No. 3”[17], and “D6.4 NEC – Requirements No. 4”[18].
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1. Introduction
The research activities undertaken in the EDI project have important data protection aspects, in particular
due the foreseen involvement of Open Call [10] participants and sub-grantees, i.e. selected teams and
SMEs resulting from EDI incubation process. There will be the necessity to collect, store and process
personal data associated to those incubator participants. This deliverable analyses the data management
implications of the activities undertaken in the project, and describes the guidelines and procedures put
in place in order to ensure compliance with data management requirements.
The rest of this section provides background information on the EDI project. The project aims to maximise
access to and re-use of research data, also ensuring open access to all peer-reviewed scientific
publications relating to its results, in order pave the path for its data management plan according to the
signed Grant Agreement - GA (Subsection 1.3.). Section 2 concerns the detailed description of EDI primary
datasets, i.e. those generated by the project, concretely: a) section 2.1 about Open Call datasets; b)
section 2.2 about sub-grantees dataset; c) section 2.3 about experts dataset. It also makes reference to
the big datasets from Data Providers in the consortium imported by the project and made available to
authorized sub-grantees. These descriptions have been produced according to the requirements set out
in Annex 1 - Data Management Plan template of the “Guidelines on Data Management in Horizon 2020”
[1][2]: (a) the handling of research data during and after the project; (b) what data will be collected,
processed or generated; (c) what methodology & standards will be applied; (d) whether data will be
shared/made open access and how; (e) how data will be curated and preserved. Finally, Section 3 presents
the EDI security protection strategy.

1.1 EDI in brief
EDI provides an incubation programme and up to €100k equity free for EU Big Data startups sorting out
data challenges from companies in a myriad of sectors, or to propose their own concepts/ ideas making
use of our data catalogue. EDI supports startups or SMEs by providing training on the most advanced
solutions, previous experience in incubators and connection with the network for startups. EDI supports
Data Providers by selecting and incubating the most suitable startups to address their data associated
challenges that could be solved by applying Big Data analysis.
EDI enables Big Data focused EXPERIMENTATION and BUSINESS INCUBATION for Big Data startups in
Europe by making available the tools (hardware & software), the data and the resources (funding,
technical and business orientation) needed. The incubation process in EDI consists of 3 iterations over the
Open Call → EXPLORE → EXPERIMENT → EVOLVE incubation stages, where continuous technical, business
and funding support is provided to those startups qualifying for the different phases.
In a nutshell, EDI is targeted to Big Data innovators and entrepreneurs in order to help and support them
solving real industry challenges provided by various EU corporates and data providers across a wide range
of sectors, or to develop independent data solutions utilizing the available datasets, in the following
domains: a) Cross Sector; b) Energy & Environment; c) Industry 4.0; d) Internet & Media; e) Retail and f)
Smart Cities.
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Figure 1. EDI concept in a glance.

1.2 EDI technical infrastructure and support
EDI is an Innovation Action (IA) which is providing a freely accessible Open Source based Big Data Stack
infrastructure, a Data Catalogue and a set of technical and business support services designed to
streamline and reduce the barriers that Big Data innovators have to confront within Europe. As can be
seen in the following figures, the Big Data infrastructure provided by EDI leverages on three main
components, namely the Data Catalogue, the Container Platform and the Big Data Stack.
 The Data Catalogue is a customized CKAN instance in which data providers can publish metadata, i.e.

descriptions about the format and meaning of the different fields, about their data, instructions on
how to deal with it and a small sample of the data (not necessarily including real dataset examples but
still truly depicting what real data would look like), allowing the candidates to be sub-granted to
explore the data.
 FIWARE Lab instance (Application infrastructure). Selected start-ups/SMEs (in EXPLORE phase) will
then have access to a Trial User account at a FIWARE Lab instance (the Container platform) to sketchup their first prototype based on sample data. The infrastructure at this point for selected projects will
be scaled up to support 40-to-50 users and projects. The Application Infrastructure allows sub-grantees
deploying their own software or third-party software and take advantage from the FIWARE GE offering
in order to execute their exploration. This Application Infrastructure is based on the IaaS paradigm that
enables Docker usage for the installation of both FIWARE GEs and additional services provided by EDI.
The Application Infrastructure allows pulling images from two different registries: the public and well
known Docker Hub and a private registry hosted by EDI in which sub-grantees could publish their own
private software images. A different base of images for EDI will be created, to ease the integration of
custom developments with Big Data Stack tools.
8
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 Big Data Stack. SMEs accessing the EXPERIMENT phase will have at their disposal the full capabilities

of the platform (Big Data Stack) with a full data and computation environment comprised of a set of
dedicated servers especially designed for Big Data operations and data hosting. It will be a multi-tenant
infrastructure for the participants where each will count with its own dedicated working space.
The servers will be under a leasing scheme with an EU provider that can facilitate scale-up and down the
size and processing power based on the current needs of the start-ups and SMEs on a flexible way. To
guarantee security and privacy issues we have determined that dedicated servers (non-virtual) will be part
of our infrastructure. The management will be done by ENG.
Start-ups/SMEs that are selected from EXPLORE to EXPERIMENT phase will continue using FIWARE Lab
services. They will be promoted to Community Users and hosted in the FIWARE Lab infrastructure
operated by ENG. This implies an increase of availability time and service levels (resources and support).
In some cases, they will have also access to the capabilities offered by some of the data providers, which
will grant access to their own infrastructures and APIs. Data will be hosted directly in the proper EDI
infrastructure or in the Data Providers environments (this will depend on the level of privacy and legal
restrictions that each provider may have depending on the type of data and level of access granted).

1.2.1 EDI’s Big Data Stack
EDI’s Big Data Stack comprises a good range of tools to enable Big Data processing. Within the Big Data
Stack, sub-grantees will be able to apply different ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) processes using the
most popular Big Data tools. As can be seen in Figure 3, the Big Data Stack is formed by 7 different layers:
 Distributed Data Storage: this layer is in charge of storing both datasets provided by data providers







and intermediate and final data managed by the sub-grantees. Implemented by Hadoop HDFS.
Data Management: the purpose of tools at this layer is to load and transport data among different
processing tools, in addition to apply different transformations. Implemented by Apache NiFi.
Data Processing: this layer embraces the core tools of the Big Data Stack. Tools in this layer allow
applying distributed computing, querying and indexing over datasets. Tools deployed for this purpose
are Hive, Spark, MapReduce, Pig, Kafka and HBase.
Task Scheduling: the Big Data Stack will leverage task scheduling, e.g. through a tool like Oozie,
allowing sub-grantees scheduling processing task and designing processing workflows.
Security: as each sub-grantee will have its own private environment, the access to its environment
must be restricted thanks to the usage of tools like Ranger.
Stack Management: tools at this layer allow the coordination among different tools. In addition,
Apache Ambari allows stack managers (DEUSTO) monitoring the usage and the status of different tools.
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Figure 2. EDI Big Data Stack infrastructure.

1.2.2 EDI’s Technical support tools
The technical services and infrastructure made available will ensure that EDI offers quality services and a
ready-to-use environment for the entrepreneurs. The services are mainly divided this way:
 Training: Including webinars about several topics such as the data ecosystem in Europe, legal

regulation 2016/679, data value workshops and general training on the infrastructure and tools.
 Support: A first and second support level for the selected projects has been planned and will be carried

out within T3.4. Besides that, mentoring with technical experts from the data providers are expected
with the selected start-ups/SMEs.
 Hands-on events: Starting with a Datathon in the Explore phase (Berlin) and Tech-training Days in
Experiment phase (Bilbao).
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Figure 3. EDI technical infrastructure.

Besides, stakeholders of EDI incubation process may contact with EDI consortium through the following
channels:
 EDI website. They might use the contact form or newsletter registration box to be contacted with the

consortium about posed doubts or news, respectively.
 F6S proposal submission form. Maintained by F6S it keeps details about the teams participating in the
call and their details.
 EDI support tools. An instance of Redmine [3] will be provided: it will offer to the sub-grantees (and to

the core partners) a ticket-based issue management system, a forum and a wiki

1.3 EDI incubation process
EDI is designed to help Europe have a stronger presence in the Big Data market. It aims to incubate around
140 startups in Europe which produce innovative and high business potential solutions addressing specific
industrial challenges or cross-cutting challenges.
The selection of winning start-ups will follow a funnel approach, helping the consortium to focus on the
top projects along the incubation programme. The incubator will be based on a 4-phase process (repeated
for three batches): Open Call > Explore > Experiment > Evolve. Figure 4 illustrates the four stages of the
EDI incubation process, whilst Figure 5 provides and overview of the activities carried out at each of the
incubation stages.
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Figure 4. EDI incubation process.

Figure 5. Overview of activities carried out at each of the incubation stages.

1.3.1 Data Management aspects in EDI incubation
From a Data Management point of view, it is important to consider the data flows generated during the
incubation process:
 Open Call participants [10] register with Data Catalogue to inspect sample datasets.
 Open Call participants submit a proposal through F6S system.
 External evaluators issue evaluations and their associated reports. Coordinator informs participating

teams.
 Sub-grantees, i.e. those who are selected from Open Call and sign a contract with the coordinator, are
given access to FIWARE Lab instance.
 Sub-grantees who qualify for EXPERIMENT phase are given access to EDI’s Big Data Stack and full
datasets are made available for the development of their MVP. A coach is assigned to each team.
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In other words, participants in the EDI incubation programme will have to register with different
infrastructural components during the distinct stages of the incubation process:
 Open Call application. A form will have to be filled in with some data about the company or team

components (2 to 4), plus details about the project. For applying, they will have to select either a
challenge or devise a new one grounded on at least two datasets from two different providers. In any
case, they will have to fill in a form through the F6S system in order to submit their proposal and
register within the Data Catalogue and accept its Terms of Service in order to explore the excerpts
made available in order to better understand how a given or proposed challenge can be solved by
applying analytics to the available datasets. Registration in the F6S system and in the Data Catalogue
requires the processing of personal data, so appropriate information shall be provided, according to
GDPR.
 Explore stage. Those Open Call winners, about 45 teams, will enter into this stage. In it, they will have
to sign a contract with the consortium through which they will be given access to EDI incubation
process services and access to the Data Providers datasets. In exchange, sub-grantees, as they are
named after they sign a contract with the consortium, will have to respect the conditions upon which
access to such datasets will be provided. Concretely, they will have access to the Application
Infrastructure which they might use to deploy their mock-ups. Personal credentials (username,
password and email) will be stored to enable authentication and authorization to Big Data Stack.
 Experiment stage. Same conditions as in Explore phase will be kept. In addition, in this stage they will
be given access to the Big Data Stack. Personal credentials (username, password and email) will be
stored to enable authentication and authorization to Big Data Stack.
 Evolve stage. Same conditions as in Experimentation phase will be kept.

1.3.2 EDI Stakeholders and Data Flows
The following stakeholders will intervene in EDI, divided in two categories, those internal to the project
part of the consortium and those external to the project:
 Internal Stakeholders:
▫

EDI core consortium. The partners of the consortium will carry out the following activities:
• EDI team: follow-up and monitoring of the whole incubation process. A list of all teams
progressing through the stages of incubation will be kept and published preserving GDPR issues.
• Coaches: in charge of the day to day activities of a selected team for EXPERIMENT and EVOLVE
phases. Internal list of coaches, teams assigned and KPI evaluations assigned to them will be
kept.
▫ Data Providers. They supply their datasets but only give access to them to those who sign contracts
[13] with EDI. Public excerpts of their datasets are available in Data Catalogue since Open Call is
launched. Full access to datasets is only provided when sub-grantees sign contracts with EDI. Data
Providers are aware through the Consortium Agreement (CA) signed that they must ensure that
personal data has been lawfully obtained from data subjects and that their datasets are suitably
(robustly) anonymized before they are made available to sub-grantees for a limited period of time,
i.e. during the incubation process. This applies for the releasing of data at any stage of the process,
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namely the publication of a sample of the dataset at the initial stage and the publication of the full
dataset at a later stage.
It should be noticed that, according to GDPR, Data Providers are data controllers and must comply
with such Regulation, including, but not limited to the following requirements: a) personal raw data
used to create the datasets must be lawfully collected; b) such raw data can be lawfully further
processed for research purposes; c) appropriate safeguards are in place to respect the rights and
freedoms of the data subjects, in particular throughout anonymization; d) appropriate technical
and organizational measures are implemented to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risks
for the rights and freedoms of the data subjects.
 External Stakeholders:
▫

Open Call participants. They submit their team or SME details, plus proposal details from a
technical and business perspective, once they complete submission form. Only aggregated data will
be openly published not disclosing actual identities.
▫ Sub-grantees. Personal data about sub-grantees will be kept by the consortium, e.g. details about
companies benefiting will be eventually be available publicly. They will generate data solutions, only
accessing to datasets whilst incubation lasts.
Moreover, when applying information generated or inferred from the datasets to natural persons,
sub-grantees will acquire the role of data controllers with regard to such information. This may
happen, for example, if a dataset is used for profiling purposes and the information gained is applied
to identified or identifiable natural persons. It is important to recall that new personal data may be
created from different sources containing non-personal data. In this regard, sub-grantees will have
to cater for themselves any legal and ethical issue that arises for their solution.
▫

External experts. Divided into the following two categories:
• Evaluators: an internally maintained listing might have to be shared with commission, and
• Mentors: names of mentors will appear on website, personal details will be kept for redemption
purposes and internal administrative management.

1.4 Open access to research data (Open Research Data Pilot)
According to the European Commission, “research data is information (particularly facts or numbers)
collected to be examined and considered, and to serve as a basis for reasoning, discussion, or calculation”.
Open access to research data is the right to access and reuse digital research data under the terms and
conditions set out in the Grant Agreement.
Regarding the digital research data generated in the action, according to the Article 29.3 of the GA, the
EDI Consortium will:
Deposit in a research data repository and take measures to make it possible for third parties to access,
mine, exploit, reproduce and disseminate — free of charge for any user — the following:
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(i) the data, including associated metadata, needed to validate the results presented in scientific
publications;
(ii) other data, including associated metadata, as specified and within the deadlines laid down in
this data management plan;
(i) provide information — via the repository — about tools and instruments at the disposal of the
beneficiaries and necessary for validating the results.
Please note that a portion of the relevant data for EDI comes from existing datasets of Data Providers
(which will be exclusively property of their owners), while new data sources will be defined by this
deliverable and will be identified as a result of requirements analysis in EDI. Whenever possible, these
additional data sources will also be made available as open data or through open services. However,
some of the collected data, in particular that concerning personal data, is highly sensitive and will not be
made available. More precisely, in order to discuss the public availability of data, there are three different
types of datasets within the EDI project:
1. Not publicly available personal and sensitive data
2. Data connected to participation in the incubation process
3. Data treated according to open access policy of all project results
These datasets will be discussed in detail in Section 2 below.

1.5 Data management policies
1.5.1 Dataset reference and names
In order to be able to distinguish and easily identify datasets, each dataset is assigned with a unique name.
This name can also be used as the identifier of the datasets. In order to design the dataset names, we use
the following practice. Each dataset name consists of three different parts separated with a ”.” (dot)
character:
ProjectName.DatasetName.Version, where
1. The ProjectName is EDI, in order to clearly identify for all datasets the origin.
2. The DatasetName represents the full name of the dataset.
3. The Version of the dataset represents in which phase of the project the dataset was released:
i.
DB the live database during project lifetime
ii.
RP1Export export of the database at M15.
iii.
RP2Export export of the database at M27.
iv.
FinalExport export of the database at the end of the project, i.e. M42.
An example of a dataset’s name could be the following: EDI.Subgrantees.RP1Export.

1.5.2 Standards and metadata
This field will describe suitable standards that will be used to describe the data as well as the metadata of
the datasets. Metadata are “data that provides information about other data”, describe the contents of
data files and the context in which they have been established. Several metadata standards exist (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metadata_standards). Proper metadata facilitates use of the data by
others, makes it easier to combine information from different sources, and ensures transparency.
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All EDI datasets will use a standard format for metadata. Each dataset description will specify the Data
and metadata standards used.
In this regard, the governance of metadata is a relevant part of the Data Management Plan. This is because
even metadata that contains no obvious identifiers could qualify as personal data, as rich metadata could
lead to reidentify a data subject when combined with other data sources.
In addition, metadata can be a relevant tool to comply with the relevant regulation, such as the GDPR.
Indeed, metadata could help the data controllers track the origin of the piece of data, who has accessed
it or where the data is located, facilitating the execution of data subjects’ rights, such as right of access,
portability or erasure. Finally, metadata can also help detecting a data breach by giving control, for
instance, through time stamps, of whether a dataset has been unauthorizedly accessed or modified.

1.5.3 Archiving and preservation
The EDI partners agreed on the procedures that will be used in order to ensure long-term preservation of
the datasets.
In particular, datasets will be stored on Zenodo (https://zenodo.org/) a catch-all repository for EC funded
research developed by CERN and launched in May 2013. To be an effective catch--all, that eliminates
barriers to adopting data sharing practices, Zenodo does not impose any requirements on format, size
(currently accepts up to 50GB per dataset), access restrictions or license.
In addition, datasets stored on Zenodo are automatically part of OpenAIRE (https://www.openaire.eu/),
the EC-funded initiative which aims to support the Open Access policy of the European Commission via a
technical infrastructure, thus integrating them into existing reporting lines to funding agencies like the
European Commission.
Archiving on Zenodo is free, thus eliminating costs. In relation to this, Zenodo’s Terms and Conditions
establish that the uploader is responsible for making sure the content is suitable for open dissemination,
namely, that it complies with all applicable regulation, including data protection, privacy and intellectual
property laws. All relevant stakeholders in the incubation process will be warned of this requirement and
requested to act accordingly. In particular, and without prejudice of additional measures, this may require
a process of anonymization of the uploaded contents.

1.5.4 Data quality assurance
EDI is committed to deliver quality data, and adopts data quality assurance procedures to achieve this
goal. Quality control of each dataset is the responsibility of the relevant WP leader, supported by the
Project Manager and Project Coordinator. Depending on the case, “quality” might have different
meanings, depending on the utility and on the re-usage scenarios of the dataset: for instance, editing a
question submitted by an Open Call participant through the EDI platform improves data quality if the goal
is to provide a continuously growing “FAQ” or a knowledge base on data solutions to cross-sectorial
challenges; it is detrimental if the intended usage is the analysis of skills and background of the platform
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users. Data quality assurance might hence imply editing and moderation, cleaning, pre-processing, adding
meta-data, transforming to a more convenient format or providing easier access. Information about the
consortium's efforts to address data quality issues is hence provided for each type of dataset.
In this regard, all stakeholders acknowledge and agree to comply with the traditional principles relating
to data quality, which have been updated by the GDPR as principles relating to the processing of personal
data, and include, among others, that data shall be processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner,
collected for specified purposes and adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the
purposes for which they are processed. Lastly, data quality shall also refer to the dataset as a whole,
ensuring population subgroups will not be discriminated or otherwise harmed due to a misrepresentation
in the dataset.

2. EDI datasets
This Data Management Plan (DMP) has been prepared by taking into account the current template of the
“Guidelines on Data Management in Horizon 2020” [1][2]. The elaboration of the DMP allows EDI partners
to address all issues related with data. A first version of the DMP is being released at the beginning of the
project (M6). This DMP will be a living document throughout the project, and this initial version will evolve
during the EDI lifespan according to the progress of project activities. Updates will be included after the
detailed definition of the project’s workflows, as the project progresses, and the revision of the ethicsrelated aspects of the project by the External Ethics Advisor (see section 5.1) and taking into account the
feedback collected after the reporting periods’ reviews. All the data managed by EDI’s DMP should be
'FAIR'1, that is findable, accessible, interoperable and re-usable.
In order to discuss the public availability of data, as outlined above, it is convenient to distinguish three
different types of datasets within the EDI project:
1. Not publicly available personal and sensitive data will be collected and processed as part of the
execution of the EDI incubation process, more specifically for the execution of three rounds of
Open Call – Explore – Experiment and Evolve incubation stages. Specifically, in the incubation
process only teams from 2 to 4 people and SMEs can take part in the Open Call and Explore stages.
From Experiment stage onwards, all teams taking part in the incubation process must be an SME.
Those EDI incubation process participants, who must be 18 or older and be capable to give
consent, will be informed on the nature of their involvement and on the data collection/retention
procedures through an informed consent form before the commencement of their participations.
For instance, the privacy policy observed when submitting proposals through F6S is available at
https://www.f6s.com/privacy-policy. Informed consent will follow procedures and mechanisms
compliant with European and national regulations in the field on ethics, data protection and
privacy (see also deliverables “D6.1 POPD – Requirements No. 1” [15], “D6.2 GEN – Requirements
No. 2”[16], “D6.3 POPD – Requirements No. 3”[17], and “D6.4 NEC – Requirements No. 4”[18]).
2. EDI intends to build an open knowledge base about data solutions for sector specific and crosssector challenges, released as a new public domain dataset summarizing the results of the three
rounds of startup/SME incubation handled by the project.
1

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples
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3. EDI adheres to the open access policy of all project results. Specifically, we are committed to
make available, whenever possible, the data collected during the execution of EDI, in particular
data collected during the incubation process, e.g. statistics about participation, also to
researchers and other relevant stakeholders outside the project Consortium. Whenever possible,
these additional data sources will also be made available as open data or through open services.
In this context, no personal data will be published, and anonymization2 techniques will be
thoroughly applied. Only aggregated, previously anonymized personal information might be
published after an informed consent that explicitly authorizes this usage has been collected.

This Data Management Plan and its updated versions describe datasets characteristics and define
principles and rules for the distribution of data within EDI. In particular, in this first version of the DMP
we present in details the procedures of creating ‘primary data’ (i.e., data not available from any other
sources) and of their management. As such, only the datasets corresponding to “Open Call dataset” (see
section 2.1), “Sub-grantees dataset” (see section 2.2) and “External experts’ dataset” (see section 2.3) are
detailed, as any other datasets already exist and their creation is not foreseen in the GA. Nevertheless, a
special mention is done in section 2.4 to those datasets already existing and belonging to Data Providers
in the consortium which are made available to participants in the EDI incubation programme. Its proper
management is capital for the successful execution of the project.

2.1 Open Call datasets
There will be two points in time when information about participants in the EDI incubation process will
be collected, namely: a) F6S proposal submission form; b) Tracking of sub-grantees progress within the
incubation process. In this section, we deal with the former dataset generated with information about
those applying to EDI’s 3 Open Calls. The contents of such dataset will be the result of aggregating (taking
measures to prevent identification of personal data) participants’ attributes, e.g. country of origin,
challenge targeted and so on, for statistical purposes and analysis of the performance of the Open Call. A
spreadsheet with the information gathered as result of proposals’ submissions will be generated. It will
be mainly stored in CSV format. As regards this database, F6S will be the data controller since all the
applications will be submitted though their platform. The contents will be generated exclusively in English.

2

https://www.protegrity.com/pseudonymization-vs-anonymization-help-gdpr/
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Figure 6. F6S proposal submission form.

2.1.1 Standards and Metadata
F6S maintains this data in an internal SQL database with the following schema. The following entities are
modelled per each submission.
 Administrative Data (Name, Surname, Email address, Country) or SME information (Legal name, VAT
number, incorporation year, address of the organization, webpage, contact person's name and
surname, email address, phone number and company figures).
 Information about the EDI challenge selected. Selection of challenge, proposal summary, team
interest in EDI
 Technical approach. Description of technical approach, architecture, additional datasets used and
technical risks assessment.
 Business approach. Description of company and products already in the market, links to already
existing solutions, existing customers.
 Market. Go-to market strategy, target market segmentation, business model.
 Competitors. List of your competitors and added value of your solution.
 Sales strategy. Plans for selling.
 Growth. Main partners and stakeholders, contacts with investors.
 Team. Details about components, how long you have been working together, profiles and dedication
to the project of each member
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2.1.2 Data capture
As regards to data capture methods, there is one single way of creating content in Open Calls, i.e. by
submitting a proposal completing the form available at https://www.f6s.com/edincubator/apply, which
is hosted by F6S.

2.1.3 Data storage
All the information related to Open Calls (i.e., both user-generated data and metadata) is stored in the
Open Calls internal database. F6S, as controller of this information, ensures to handle security and privacy
issues. This information will be stored in an encrypted file hosted in a GDrive space to which only EDI
consortium members and external experts, as Data Processors, will have limited access. Besides, the
private key to be able to read the contents will be shared by secure channels among consortium members.
The EDI consortium will take a decision about how to securely store project generated datasets when the
publishing the first EDI generated dataset occurs. A decision will be taken on whether to adopt symmetric
encryption approach, where a secret key k is kept or an asymmetric encryption scheme, where messages
are encrypted according to a recipient’s public key k and the recipient uses its private key p to decrypt the
message. Asymmetric encryption has the advantage that it only requires the sender and receiver to share
a public key. Still, since this approach is slow, often a hybrid approach is selected where symmetric
encryption is used for the contents, but using a random chosen key by the sender which is communicated
by a message asymmetrically encrypted to the recipient together with the symmetrically encrypted
contents.

2.1.4 Data quality assurance
Data collection is undertaken through the F6S form mentioned (see Figure 6). Such form undertakes
validation against their type, semantics and completeness. Besides, information about the business
figures of each SME applying are gathered through an Excel spreadsheet (see Figure 7) which clearly
restricts the information to be supplied and enforces numeric data to be supplied. Future Open Calls will
consider including the validation of business economic data directly in the web form for the submission.
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Figure 7. F6S proposal submission platform’s Company Figures template.

2.1.5 Utility and re-use
Data collected will be useful for consortium members and External Evaluators in order to perform the
evaluation of the submitted proposals and decide whether they should be selected to participate in the
EDI incubation programme or not. If they are selected, they will receive business, technical and financial
support from the project. They will be entitled to up to 100K €. The dataset generated, apart from being
the input to the evaluation process, it will also serve to generate statistics about the popularity of the
different challenges offered by the project, origin of the applicants, modalities of submissions, e.g. as SME
or group of individuals. In all cases, these will be aggregated or anonymized data that will not compromise
personal details of applicants nor any other confidential information about their projects. Processing of
such aggregated data will be useful to fine tune the organization of the following Open Calls in the project.
EDI will run 3 Open Calls across its lifetime.

2.1.6 Data sharing
Only anonymized or aggregated data from the Open Call participation statistics will be made public at the
end of each incubation round. Such metadata generated as result of the proposal submission process and
its associated evaluation process will be publicly accessible through EDI’s website. The entire metadata
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will only be used for research purposes: in the case of the releasing some scientific publication from the
running of Open Calls, information will be completely anonymised and/or aggregated first.
In this regard, the GDPR establishes that further processing of personal data for statistical, scientific or
historical research purposes or statistical purposes should be considered to be compatible lawful
processing operations. Such further processing should only be carried out when the controller has
assessed the feasibility to fulfil those purposes by processing data which no longer permit the
identification of data subjects, provided that appropriate safeguards exist (such as, for instance,
pseudonymization of the data).
It is worth noting that, in light of the GDPR, the processing of personal data for scientific research purposes
should be interpreted in a broad manner including, for example, technological development and
demonstration, fundamental research, applied research and privately funded research. Similarly,
processing data for statistical purposes implies that the result of the processing activities is not personal
data, but aggregated data, and that this result or the personal raw data are not used in support of
measures or decisions regarding any particular natural person.

2.1.7 Archiving and preservation
The EDI Consortium and, in particular, DEUSTO (as coordinator) consider retaining generated data during
the length of the project. This implies that both F6S and EDI consortium members are data controllers.
Anonymized statistical data can be retained longer, after the end of the project lifespan, for research
purposes. If so, DEUSTO estimates no additional cost for this.
If collected metadata and statistical data will be retained after the length of the project, DEUSTO has the
infrastructure to anonymise and retain such data safely.

2.1.8 Datasets
Dataset ID
Description
Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

EDI_ OpenCalls_DB
Live database of OpenCalls results
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Closed
Contents of this dataset can be accessed only through Gdrive GUI if proper
credentials are supplied.
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue
No additional cost

Dataset ID

EDI_OpenCalls_RP1Export
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Description
Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs
Dataset ID
Description

Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs
Dataset ID
Description
Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

Export of EDI_OPENCALLS_DB at the end of the first reporting period
(M15), including aggregated and anonymized results from 1st Open Call.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Open
OpenAIRE
5 years after project end
Zenodo
No additional cost
EDI_OpenCalls_RP2Export
Export of EDI_OPENCALLS_DB at the end of the first reporting period
(M27), including aggregated and anonymized results from 1st and 2nd Open
Calls.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Open
OpenAIRE
5 years after project end
Zenodo
No additional cost
EDI_OpenCalls_FinalExport
Export of EDI_OPENCALLS_DB at the end of the project (M42), including
aggregated and anonymized results from 1st, 2nd and 3rd Open Calls.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Open
OpenAIRE
5 years after project end
Zenodo
No additional cost

2.2 Sub-grantees dataset
As earlier mentioned, there will be two points in time when information about participants in the EDI
incubation process will be collected, namely: a) F6S proposal submission form; b) Tracking of sub-grantees
progressing towards the incubation process. In this section, we deal with the latter dataset generated with
information about those taking part in the EDI incubation process, i.e. those who are winners of the Open
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Call and qualify to start the incubation process through the EXPLORE stage. This dataset will be used
mainly to disseminate metadata about the teams and associated solutions that have been incubated by
EDI.
According to the Description of Action (DoA), “EDI will publish an Open Dataset with the beneficiaries of
our three open calls including their data and funding received. This dataset will be made available at
FIWARE Lab. This has been proven as a beneficial measure for transparency but also discoverability of the
companies and their investment received in EDI. At the same time, we will populate the wiki-sourced
database of Crunchbase to facilitate access to the data of our start-ups and the incubator as such in one
of the reference portals in the start-up ecosystem”.
The contents of such dataset will be the result of aggregating sub-grantees’ attributes, e.g. country of
origin, challenge targeted, incubation stages in which they participate and so on, for statistical purposes
and analysis of the performance of the incubation process. A database with the information gathered as
result of the execution of the three stages of incubation, across the three rounds that this process will be
repeated, will be generated. It will be mainly stored in CSV format. This database will be kept by DEUSTO,
which will be the data controller of it, since all sub-grantees will sign a contract with the coordinator,
following the format of “D2.4 Sub-grant agreement template” [13]. Such contract template includes in
Annex 6 offers details about the concrete datasets a given sub-grantee will have access to, only during the
duration of the incubation process. Two key aspects reflected in this contract are: a) obligation of the subgrantees to use the data for the specific purposes of the project only, and to delete it after the granted
access has finished and b) sub-grantees conform with an obligation not to try to re-identificate the data.
The contents will be generated exclusively in English.

2.2.1 Standards and Metadata
DEUSTO maintains this data in a shared spreadsheet file with the following candidate fields:
 Incubator details, i.e. reference to EDI and incubation round within EDI
 Sector tackled
 Challenge details
 Incubation stage reached
 Logo and name of the project
 Type of beneficiary
 Name and surname of coordinator of team
 Company legal name
 Address full details (street, number, zipcode, city, country)
 Brief description of the solution
 Abstract
 URL of site of solution
 Funding received from EDI
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2.2.2 Data capture
As regards data capture methods, there is one single way of creating content about sub-grantees, i.e. to
extract metadata from the signed sub-grant agreements, according with template defined in D2.4 [13],
and metadata from evaluation forms whose templates are defined in D2.2 [11] together with letters for
communication of results, the templates of which are defined in D2.5 [14]. Only the fields indicated in
section 2.2.1 will be published in the dataset, since this dataset has to be made publicly available, although
a more detailed dataset will be kept internally, e.g. including link to the evaluation template [11] filled in
for those teams who met the criteria to be evaluated during the Open Call (see Figure 9) or the IBAN of
the sub-grantees where payments are issued.

2.2.3 Data storage
All the information related to sub-grantees is stored in the sub-grantees internal database. DEUSTO as
controller of this information ensures to handle security and privacy issues. This information will be stored
in an encrypted spreadsheet file stored in a GDrive space to which only EDI consortium members, other
than DEUSTO, as Data Processors, will have limited access. Besides, the private key to be able to read the
contents will be shared by secure channels among consortium members. Upon request, this information
will be also made available to the European Commission.
EDI consortium members, in their role of data processors, will enter into a contract with DEUSTO pursuant
to article 28 GDPR, in order to ensure that they will process the personal data only on documented
instructions from the controller and under all technical and organizational measures that may be
considered appropriate to comply with the GDPR, among other obligations.

2.2.4 Data quality assurance
The shared spreadsheet to be populated with sub-grantees information clearly restricts the information
to be supplied through validators, e.g. date, numeric or enumeration type fields. After the conclusion of
each Open Call, the shared spreadsheet will be filled in only with information about those teams that
qualify to start the incubation process, i.e. the EXPLORE phase. Only for those teams progressing to the
following stages, i.e. EXPERIMENT and EXPLORE, their details in the sub-grantees dataset will be updated.
Double checking of the fields describing a sub-grantee will be carried out to ensure the accuracy of the
information gathered.

2.2.5 Utility and re-use
Data collected will be useful for consortium members in order to perform follow-up and monitoring of
the progress of the selected sub-grantees during the three rounds of incubations. This dataset will also
allow the consortium to publish reports about the sustainable data solutions addressing data providers’
challenges developed thanks to the EDI incubation programme.

2.2.6 Data sharing
A sub-grantees dataset will be made publicly available. Such dataset will include the fields indicated at
section 2.1.1. Sub-grantees participating in the EDI incubation programme are informed and have to give
their explicit consent when starting the incubation programme (EXPLORE phase). Therefore, the
consortium will be authorized to publicly disseminate the results of the EDI incubation process across its
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three rounds. Such dataset will be publicly accessible through EDI’s website and in Crunchbase as
indicated in the DoA.

2.2.7 Archiving and preservation
DEUSTO (as coordinator) considers retaining generated data about sub-grantees during the length of the
project. Anonymised statistical data can be retained longer, after the end of the project lifespan, for
research purposes. If so, DEUSTO estimates no additional cost for this.
If anonymised collected metadata and statistical data will be retained after the length of the project,
DEUSTO has the infrastructure to retain data safely.
Project code EDI_0001
Application ID 856221
Name of the Reviewer
No

Question

Comments

Answer

Score

0. Challenge fit
0.0 Challenge fit (only for Domain Challenge proposals)

The propos a l mus t a ns wer fi t i nto the s el ected Cha l l enge from the EDI Cha l l enge Ca tal ogue?
Recommend thi ngs they ca n i mpl ement to better fi t to the cha l l enge.

Yes

0,00

Open comments for the reviewer

1. Technical implementation (0,00 to 5,00) - Threshold is 3,00
1.1 Technical scope
1.2 High level arquitecture description
1.3 Technological architecture description and candidate solutions
1.4 Dimensioning and scalability
1.5 Additional datasets
1.6 Risks assessment
1.7 Data security and compliance
1.8 Quality assurance
1.9 Progress beyond the state of art
1.10 Overall impression of the technical criteria

The des cri ption of wha t i s i ndended to be devel oped i s cl ea r a nd a ns wers i n a di rect wa y to the propos ed cha l l enge. If extra fea tures , not expl i ci tly
reques ted but wi thi n the s cope of the cha l l enge, a re propos ed they ca n be cons i dered a n a dded va l ue.
The propos ed a rchi tecture i s wi thi n the defi ned s cope, credi bl e a nd cl ea rl y des cri bed
There i s a cl ea r i dea a bout the i mpl ementation a nd the pos s i bl e s ol ution to be us ed (open s ource, commerci a l , cons ol i da ted, new or to be
i mpl emented from s chra tch)
The propos ed a rchi tecture i s di mens i oned a ccordi ng to the a mount of da ta of the cha l l enge. It i s a l s o s ca l a bl e i n order to cons i der pos s i bl e future
i ncrea s es . Cons i dera tions a bout computationa l cos t a re provi ded.
The i ncl us i on of new da tas ets ma kes s ens e i n rel a tion to the propos a l objective.
The potentia l ri s ks i dentifi ed a re credi bl e, a s wel l a s the propos ed contingency pl a ns rega rdi ng the techni ca l s ol ution.
The a cces s to da tas ets a nd a na l ytics properl y control l ed a nd protected. Indeed, the propos ed a rchi tecture takes i nto a ccount of a l l the rul es a nd l ega l
cons tra i nts , es peci a l l y concerni ng da ta a cces s (openes s , l i cences etc)
A tes t ca mpa i gn i s defi ned a nd des cri ed i n order to demons tra te tha t the fi na l s ol ution wi l l meet the ori gi na l requi rements . There i s a (feedba ck)
proces s tha t ena bl e to tune the confi gura tion of the a na l ytica l s ervi ces i n order to i mprove the execution metri cs a nd mi ni mi ze bi a s
The s ol ution produces i nnova tion wi th res pect to the current s ol utions (i f a va i l a bl e) for s i mi l a r contexts

0,00
-

0,00

-

0,00

-

0,00

-

0,00
0,00

-

0,00

-

0,00

0,00

0,00

Gi ve a s core from 0,00 to 0,50 (up to two deci ma l s a re a l l owed) cons i deri ng your pers ona l i mpres s i on from the techni ca l pers pective of the propos a l .
0,00
Add 3 recommenda tions to i mprove the techni ca l pa rt of the project, not comments on the s peci fi c ques tions a bove. Recommend thi ngs they ca n i mpl ement to i mprove the project.

Open comments for the reviewer

2. Team composition (0,00 to 5,00) - Threshold is 3,00
Development skills: has the team the required developing
experience to assure a high quality product/service?
Does the company/group of individuals count with enough
2.2
resources to develop such a project?

2.1

2.3 The funding team shows previous effective collaboration

-

0,00

Ava i l a bi l i ty of res ources requi red (pers onnel , fa ci l i ties , networks , etc.) to devel op project a ctivi ties i n the mos t s ui tabl e condi tions .

-

0,00

Invol vement of founders i s cruci a l to gua ra ntee tha t the project i s devel oped, s peci a l l y when a ppl i ca nts a re group of i ndi vi dua l s or rea l l y s ma l l SMEs .
Previ ous col l a bora tion a mong pa rtici pa nts i n s ucces s ful projects or product devel opment (i ncl udi ng references to them) ha s to be pos s i tivel y eva l ua ted.
A very effective wa y of provi ng the techni ca l a nd ma na geri a l s ki l l s of the project tea m i s to a s s es s the rel eva ncy of projects previ ous l y performed.

-

The proposed project team has provided previous project
references relevant to the proposal
Project references: The team has provided references aligned with Even though the overa l l experi ence of the tea m i s i mportant, provi di ng project references rel a ted to the s ol ution propos ed wi l l be cons i dered a n a s s et
2.5
the product/service proposed

2.4

0,00

Ha vi ng devel oped s i mi l a r products wi l l ena bl e the project tea m to take a dva ntage of good pra ctices a nd l es s ons l ea rnt

0,00

-

0,00

-

0,00

Figure 8. Evaluation template to be used (part 1).
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Application ID 856221
Name of the Reviewer
No
2.6

Question

Comments
Towa rds a s ucces s ful product rol l out i n the ma rket, profi l es i n the tea m s houl d cover a l l the competenci es needed, ga theri ng techni ca l , orga ni s a tiona l ,
s a l es a nd fi na nci a l s ki l l s . Be a wa re tha t propos ers ma y pl a ce hi gher profi l es for obtai ni ng the funds (s peci a l l y SMEs wi th l a rger number of empl oyees ).
Thi s ques tion wa nts to s ee i f you bel i eve the profi l es pres ented wi l l be rea l l y the ones doi ng the job.
Gi ven the ICT na ture of the EDI project, i t wi l l be a dvi s a bl e to ha ve a rel eva nt reputation onl i ne. Thi s ca n be ea s i l y mea s s ured by l ooki ng for the na mes
of the entrepreneurs i n Googl e, vi s i ting thei r l i nkedIn profi l es , checki ng the l i nks provi ded, exi s tance of YouTube or vi deo pres entations , etc.

Project team members proposed envisage complementarity
among them and look adequate for the job.

Project team members proposed are well positioned in the
2.7
internet

2.8

The project team has already had contact with users/customers
and have experience in the vertical approached in the proposal

2.9 Relevance of the board of advisors (if any)
2.10 Overall impression of the team
Open comments for the reviewer

Answer
-

Score
0,00

-

Cons i deri ng tha t the propos a l s houl d ha ve a very cl ea r ma rket ori entation, the fa ct of ha vi ng a ny tea m member a l rea dy i n contact wi th us ers /cons umers
a s s oci a tions woul d be a n a s s et.
Contacts repres ent a rea l l y i mportant mea n for s ucces s , s o ha vi ng contacts a nd experi ence i n the vertica l the propos a l i s targeting to s houl d be a pl us

-

Counting wi th a broa d of a dvi s ors i s not compul s ory, but i f thes e potentia l a dvi s ors a re l i nked to the cha l l enge a rea , thei r i nput a nd s upport ca n be
rea l l y va l ua bl e for devel oppers to come wi th a s trong propos a l (both techni ca l a nd ma rket ori ented)
Gi ve a s core from 0,00 to 0,50 (up to two deci ma l s a re a l l owed)

-

0,00

0,00
0,00
0,00

Gi ve your overa l l i mpres s i on a nd the thi ngs tha t s houl d be corrected i n whi ch the tea m concerns i f the project wa s chos en for fundi ng. Not comments on the s peci fi c ques tions
a bove. Recommend thi ngs they ca n i mpl ement to i mprove the project.

3. Business (0,00 to 5,00) - Threshold is 3,00
3.1 Unique selling point description
3.2 Grade of maturity
3.3 Customers or paying-users already exist
3.4 Company is growing and committed
3.5 Investors are already interested. Public funding.
3.6 Future plans are credible (growth)
3.7 Market
3.8 Business
3.9 Competitors
3.10 Overall impression of the business

Convi nci ng products /s ervi ces i n rel a tion to a rea l ma rket dema nd (va l ue propos i tion). Do not pena l i ze i f a product demo i s not i ncl uded.
The current technol ogi ca l l evel of the compa ny/group of i ndi vi dua l s refl ects enough gra de of ma turi ty to devel op the propos ed project.
The propos ed s ol ution ca n be a commerci a l vers i on ra ther tha n a tri a l or prototype or a s ci entifi c exerci s e.
SMEs : They ha ve a rema rka bl e number or s i ze of pa yi ng cus tomers for thei r bus i nes s . In ca s e the of groups of i ndi vi dua l es , there ma y not be a l rea dy
exi s ting cus tomers . However, target cus tomers s houl d be cl ea rl y i dentifi ed a nd a proved rel a tion wi th them s houl d be demons tra ted.
The compa ny/group of i ndi vi dua l s behi nd the project i s ful l y commi tted to devel op thi s project further a fter the publ i c fundi ng. Growth ha s a l rea dy been
s een a nd a di s pl a ys a s trong commi tment by the founders . Check the da ta i n the compa ny fi gures tabl e.
The compa ny counts wi th a ddi tiona l s ources of fundi ng comi ng from i nves tors , bus i nes s a ngel s or other publ i c fundi ng s ources . They a re purs ui ng
growth for thei r products /s ervi ces .
Check i f the future pl a ns pres ented a re credi bl e i n terms of bus i nes s (s a l es s tra tegi es a nd cha nnel s ) a nd growth. Pa y a ttention to current contacts they
ma y ha ve wi th potentia l i nves tors , dea l s a l rea dy cl os ed a s wel l a s to the KPI provi ded.
The coma ny counts wi th a ma rketing pl a n. Deep knowl edge a bout the ma rket (not onl y i n terms of s i ze, but a l s o i n terms of cos ts of a qui ri ng a cus tomer
a nd l ong-term cus tomer ma i ntena nce) i s proved . Entra nce ba rri ers a re i dentifi ed a nd pl a ns to overcome them a re defi ned.
The va l ue cha i n i s des cri bed. Rel eva nt s takehol ders to ens ure s ucces s ful commerci a l expl oi tation a re i dentifi ed, a s wel l a s the na ture of the compa ny
current rel a tion wi th them.
The bus i nes s model , i ncl udi ng the revenue model a nd commerci a l i za tion pl a n wi th a n a pproxi ma te time-to-ma rket or depl oyment a re pres ented.
Di rect a nd i ndi rect competitors (competitors , s ubs titutes or a l terna tives ) a re cl ea rl y i dentifi ed. The va l ue propos i tion towa rds them i s properl y jus tifi ed.
Gi ve a s core from 0,00 to 0,50 (up to two deci ma l s a re a l l owed)
Add 3 recommenda tions to i mprove the bus i nes s pa rt of the project (not onl y comments on the s peci fi c ques tions a bove).
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Figure 9. Evaluation template to be used (part 2).

2.2.8 Datasets
Dataset ID
Description
Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium

Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs
Dataset ID
Description

Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard

EDI_ SubGrantees_DB
Live database of SubGrantees participation in EDI incubator
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Closed
Contents of this dataset can be accessed through Gdrive GUI if proper
credentials are supplied. This dataset will include some confidential data,
e.g. personal details of team member, IBAN of participating teams, coach
assigned to each team and so on.
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue
No additional cost
EDI_Subgrantees_RP1Export
Export of EDI_SubGrantees_DB at the end of the first reporting period
(M15). It will include the data available at M15, since the 1st round of
incubation actually finishes in M16. Only non-privacy sensitive fields from
EDI_SubGrantees_DB will be dumped in this export.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
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Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Open
OpenAIRE
5 years after project end
Zenodo, Crunchbase
No additional cost

Dataset ID
Description

EDI_ES_SubGrantees_RP2Export
Export of EDI_SubGrantees_DB at the end of the second reporting period
(M27). It will include the data available at M27, i.e. results of 1st round and
ongoing results of 2nd round of incubation which actually finishes in M28.
Only non-privacy sensitive fields from EDI_SubGrantees_DB will be
dumped in this export.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Open
OpenAIRE
5 years after project end
Zenodo, Crunchbase
No additional cost

Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs
Dataset ID
Description

Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

EDI_Subgrantees_FinalExport
Export of EDI_Subgrantees_DB at the end of the project (M42). It will
include the results of 1st, 2nd and 3rd rounds of incubation. Only non-privacy
sensitive fields from EDI_SubGrantees_DB will be dumped in this export.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Open
OpenAIRE
5 years after project end
Zenodo, Crunchbase
No additional cost

2.3 External experts dataset: evaluators and mentors
EDI incubator will hire external experts and mentors. External evaluators will assess proposals in Open
Calls and assist in the jury panels to select those teams that progress across the different stages of EDI
incubation. Mentors are experts in different business or technical aspects associated to the successful
development of effective data solutions with convincing business potential. They will be hired to give
advice to those teams participating in EDI programme. Whilst the external evaluators will sign a contract
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according to the template defined at “D2.3 Contracts for external evaluators, iteration 1” [12], mentors
will only issue an invoice for the service, e.g. training or advice given to a team, offered to EDI.

2.3.1 Standards and Metadata
DEUSTO, as the data controller of this dataset, maintains this data in a shared spreadsheet file with the
following candidate fields:
 Personal details for self-employees (name, surname, phone, email, ID, address country) or in case of
experts working for a company (name of organization, VAT number, address, country, name, surname
and ID of employee)
 Type of external collaborator (mentor or external evaluator)
 IBAN account
 Profile (expertise area)
 Description of activities carried out for EDI
 Payments issued for their work for EDI.
This dataset will be for internal use exclusively, but non-confidential data about the external experts (such
as their full names) might be shared with European Commission and sub-grantees, for transparency
purposes. The dataset will be continuously updated in order to justify the EDI grant amounts spent in
evaluation and mentorship and clearly detail the activities executed on EDI’s behalf by those experts.

2.3.2 Data capture
External experts will issue invoices for their carried out work. They will be asked to fill in a form together
with the contract (in the case of external evaluators) or the order form (in the case of mentors) the first
time that they carry out work for EDI where they will be explicitly informed that DEUSTO will keep their
personal data whilst they work for EDI and to be notified about EDI related facts. This information notice
must include the fact that non-confidential information about external experts might be shared with the
European Commission and sub-grantees so as to enable sub-grantees to request their mentoring
services and for transparency purposes.

2.3.3 Data storage
All the information related to external experts is stored in the external experts’ internal database.
DEUSTO as controller of this information ensures to handle security and privacy issues. This information
will be stored in an encrypted spreadsheet file stored in a GDrive space to which only EDI consortium
members, as Data Processors, will have limited access. Besides, the private key to be able to read the
contents will be shared by secure channels among consortium members.

2.3.4 Data quality assurance
The shared spreadsheet to be populated with external experts’ information clearly restricts the
information to be supplied through validators, e.g. date, numeric or enumeration type fields. After the
conclusion of each incubation stage across the three rounds, the shared spreadsheet will be filled in.
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2.3.5 Utility and re-use
Data collected will be useful exclusively for EDI consortium members in order to perform follow-up and
monitoring of the progress of incubation program. Particularly, the gathered data will be useful to
organize evaluation, training or mentoring sessions of the teams progressing through EDI incubator.

2.3.6 Data sharing
This dataset will not be publicly available. Still, non-confidential data about the external experts might be
shared with European Commission and sub-grantees. For instance, the names and capabilities of our pool
of mentors will be reported to sub-grantees so that they can request their mentoring services. Besides,
details about the experts hired to offer training courses will also be shared with sub-grantees.

2.3.7 Archiving and preservation
DEUSTO (as coordinator) considers retaining generated data about external experts during the length of
the project. Anonymised statistical data can be retained longer, after the end of the project lifespan, for
research purposes. If so, DEUSTO estimates no additional cost for this.
If anonymised collected metadata and statistical data will be retained after the length of the project,
DEUSTO has the infrastructure to retain data safely.

2.3.8 Datasets
Dataset ID
Description
Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium

Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

EDI_ ExternalExperts_DB
Live database of External Experts performing work on behalf of EDI
incubator
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV database
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Closed
Contents of this dataset can be accessed through Gdrive GUI if proper
credentials are supplied. This dataset will include some confidential data,
e.g. personal details of external expert, IBAN of participating team and so
on.
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue
No additional cost

2.4 Data Providers datasets
The background data coming from the Data Providers will be made available only for the Start-ups/SMEs
accessing the Experiment phase of the accelerator. Each corporate will grant a use access only for the subgranted action. This fact is included as part of the sub-grantee agreement in the project. It is also true that
companies applying to the open calls, will have access to an excerpt of the data provided to better prepare
their proposals and participation in the Explore phase, if selected. This excerpt of the data is defined under
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the deliverable “D3.2 Big dataset management, iteration 1” to be made available in M11 and is made
available under the licensing determined by the Data Providers (free of use but not ownership).
Indeed, Data Providers have provided excerpts of their datasets that have been published in EDI’s Data
Catalogue (https://data.edincubator.eu/). Those interested in EDI programme are free to register with
EDI’s Data Catalogue and, thus, be able to browse and access to the samples of datasets being provided
by Data Providers for the different incubation rounds. Data Providers, have signed EDI’s Consortium
Agreement, where they have committed not to supply any privacy sensitive personal information in those
datasets. Only sub-grantees who sign a contract, according to format provided at “D2.4 Sub-grant
agreement template, iteration 1” [13], with EDI after having been selected in an Open Call are given full
access to the whole dataset of Data Providers. When an Open Call participant submits a proposal, it must
clearly indicate what concrete datasets from the available Data Providers are willing to employ in their
experimentation through Big Data tools. Only those datasets indicated in the proposal will then be
accessible to sub-grantees.
In this regard, Data Providers are the data controllers of the datasets referred to in this section and are
liable for the lawfulness of the collection of such data, for its adequate anonymization and for the
processing consisting on sharing them in EDI ‘s Data Catalogue.
Furthermore, all Data Providers have confirmed, through a compulsory questionnaire to be sent to EDI
core partners, that personal data is obtained with a proper legal basis, and that anonymization has been
undertaken prior to releasing the datasets (both as sample at an initial stage and as full dataset at a later
stage).
EDI Consortium members, and, in particular, DEUSTO (as coordinator) have taken all reasonable steps to
ensure no individuals’ rights are violated in this process.

2.4.1 Standards and Metadata
Data Providers supply their datasets in standard formats, e.g. CSV, excel files, XML files, JSON files and so
on (see Figure 11). Full details about the metadata (see Figure 10) of each of the offered datasets is clearly
depicted with the CKAN-based catalogue of EDI.
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Figure 10. Example of metadata for dataset made available by VIA VERDE Data Provider.

Figure 11. Example of sample actual data for dataset made available by VIA VERDE Data Provider.
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2.4.2 Data capture
Datasets are provided by Data Providers who are committed to supply datasets fully respecting GDPR
regulations relative to personal data handling. They provide: a) publicly accessible samples of their
datasets to inspire Big Data innovators in Europe and b) full datasets only to those sub-grantees having
signed a contract with EDI. In any case, sub-grantees are legally banned from using, in case of technical
mistake, the datasets not listed explicitly in their contract with EDI.

2.4.3 Data storage
EDI stores the samples (excerpts) of datasets in Data Catalogue from where they are freely available once
a user has registered with the system. Full datasets used in the EXPERIMENT phase of EDI will either be
stored in the Big Data Stack component or offered through an API with an authorization token for concrete
sub-grantees by the Data Provider, so that they can access to their contents. In the former case, the
datasets stored in Big Data Stack will be granted reading and access rights exclusively to sub-grantees
having signed a contract with EDI, where explicit mention to the datasets to be used in the data solution
development has been made. In the latter case, the secured API will be offered by the Data Provider
exclusively again to the sub-grantee signing a contract with EDI to undertake experimentation over the
given dataset.

2.4.4 Data quality assurance
Data Providers are supposed to ensure the maximum quality for the datasets that they supply. It is in their
interest to supply the best and most detailed datasets so that innovators can use them to produce good
solutions to the challenges faced by those providers. In any event, Data Providers, as the controllers of
the datasets are entitled to respect the principles relating to the processing of personal data, which among
others, state that personal data shall be “adequate” or “accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date”;
and must take into account that large amounts of detailed information may be counterproductive,
because anonymous data may become identifiable.

2.4.5 Utility and re-use
Sub-grantees can only use the full datasets during the length of the incubation process, essentially up to
6 months, out of which 4 months correspond to the EXPERIMENT stage and 2 months to the EVOLVE
stage. Their contractual obligations with EDI impend them to share such data with third parties or to use
it any other way that is not aligned with the purposes of the incubation process. The datasets belong
exclusively to the Data Providers. Sub-grantees must reach agreements with Data Providers should they
be willing to commercialize their data solutions using the datasets supplied by Data Providers in EDI.

2.4.6 Data sharing
Only Data Providers sample datasets will be publicly available. Full datasets will be shared by Data
Providers exclusively with sub-grantees signing a contract to develop a data solution that uses a given
dataset.
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2.4.7 Archiving and preservation
DEUSTO (as coordinator) considers retaining data about sample datasets during the length of the project.
Anonymised statistical data can be retained longer, after the end of the project lifespan, for research
purposes. If so, DEUSTO estimates no additional cost for this.
If anonymised collected metadata and statistical data will be retained after the length of the project,
DEUSTO has the infrastructure to retain data safely.

2.4.8 Datasets
Dataset ID
Description
Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

EDI_ DataProviderSamples_DB
Catalogue with excerpts of datasets supplied by Data Providers.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV, excel format, JSON, XML are common dataset formats published
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Public
Contents of this dataset can be accessed through EDI’s Data Catalogue
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue
No additional cost

Dataset ID
Description

EDI_ DataProviderSamples_RP2Export
Catalogue with excerpts of datasets supplied by Data Providers. EDI
foresees the inclusion of additional 10 different Data Providers from noncovered sectors in the 2nd (by M16) and 3rd (by M28) open calls. By M27
there will be new dataset samples available for beginning of 2nd round of
incubation.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV, excel format, JSON, XML are common dataset formats published
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Public
Contents of this dataset can be accessed through EDI’s Data Catalogue
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue
No additional cost

Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs
Dataset ID
Description

Data manager
Data standard

EDI_ DataProviderSamples_FinalExport
Catalogue with excerpts of datasets supplied by Data Providers. EDI
foresees the inclusion of additional 10 different Data Providers from noncovered sectors in the 2nd (by M16) and 3rd (by M28) open calls. By M42
there will be new dataset samples available for beginning of 3rd round of
incubation.
DEUSTO
Project specific
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Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium
Preservation duration
Preservation medium
Preservation costs

CSV, excel format, JSON, XML are common dataset formats published
500 Kb ~ 1 Mb
Public
Contents of this dataset can be accessed through EDI’s Data Catalogue
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue
No additional cost

Dataset ID
Description

EDI_ DataProviderDatasets_DB
Catalogue with access metadata about actual datasets supplied by Data
Providers or with connection details to access full datasets. The Data
Providers’ datasets are also included.
DEUSTO
Project specific
CSV, excel format, JSON, XML are common dataset formats in which Data
Providers datasets are exported.
1 TB ~ 100 PB
Closed
Contents of these datasets can be accessed upon having proper
authorization either to the Big Data Stack or by using API provided by Data
Provider.
Project duration
EDI’s platform Data Catalogue for the spreadsheet with metadata about
datasets, whilst actual datasets will be hosted in either Big Data Stack or
the own providers’ infrastructure.
Given the big size of the Data Providers’ datasets, their maintenance will
have a cost for the consortium, which is already envisaged under the
“subcontracting” allocation granted to the project coordinator.

Data manager
Data standard
Metadata standard
Volume
Sharing level
Sharing medium

Preservation duration
Preservation medium

Preservation costs

3. Allocation of resources
The volume of the primary data generated by the project is low. Only the datasets made available by Data
Providers have a volume which demands Cloud infrastructure for their management. Remember that
access to full datasets from Data Providers is restricted to only those sub-grantees having signed a contract
where access to given specific datasets is gathered. The project coordinator (DEUSTO) is responsible for
offering a Cloud infrastructure to ensure computation and storage of the data solutions developed in the
EDI incubation process. 35000 € were assigned within the subcontracting part of the funding received by
coordinator for this purpose. This amount is estimated to be sufficient to ensure that experimentation
takes place and that in that process data FAIR properties will be preserved.
Several partners in the consortium, namely DEUSTO, ZABALA, F6S and ESH have also been assigned in the
budget money for dissemination purposes. This funding will cover the Open Access publication costs of
any scientific publications which may be produced by the project.
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DEUSTO as coordinator of the project will be responsible for Data Management in the project. It will be
supported by ENG who is leading T3.2 where management of the datasets used for experimentation is
handled. It is also supported by F6S and ZABALA who have an active role hosting the proposal submission
platform and leading the open calls organization, respectively.
Only datasets associated to the running of the EDI incubation process, i.e. those described in sections 2.1
(about Open Call participants), 2.2 (about sub-grantees) and 2.3 (about external experts) will be
maintained after the project end and only until a full audit of the project has already taken place. The
volume of those datasets is small and the cost of preserving them is negligible. Anonymised statistical
data will be retained longer, after the end of the project lifespan, for research purposes. They will be kept
to be able to properly audit the work carried out in the EDI project.

4. EDI security protection and strategy
This final section is dedicated to the EDI security protection strategy and will develop as the project
progresses. It reflects the current status within the Consortium about the security of data that will be
collected and produced. In the EDI project we do not perform activities, neither produce results, raising
any large scale security issues. The project does not have the potential for military applications, and also
does not involve the use of elements that may cause any harm to humans, animals, plants or environment.
However, the process of collecting, processing, storing data might hide some pitfalls. To reduce the risk
of potential malevolent, criminal and/or terrorist abuse, which might be perpetrated also by malicious
people authorized to access the information, the EDI Consortium is examining the deployment of a
threefold security protection strategy:
1. by ensuring that the employed security layers and privacy-preserving measures will work
properly, keeping access logs and following best practices for system administration;
2. by employing techniques to prevent information leakage “on-the-fly”, i.e., through the adoption
of the anonymization and pseudonymization approach of personal and sensitive information at
collection, communication, and storage time (e.g. via an encryption scheme, hash functions,
and/or tokenization). Such an approach will neutralise eavesdropping and/or similarly dangerous
hack attempts in the unlikely event of successful retrieval, since it will secure data, making them
completely meaningless to the possible attacker.
3. by employing good practices in case of the unlikely scenario of data breach, regarding notification
to the compelled data protection authorities and proceeding according to the General Data
Protection Regulation.

4.1 Authentication, authorization, and encryption
State-of-the-art mechanisms for authentication, authorization, and encryption will be exploited in the
implemented processes (concerning data collection, storage, protection, retention and destruction), so to
ensure the satisfaction of core security and data protection requirements, namely confidentiality,
integrity, availability and resilience. In context of EDI, the crucial legal challenges are primarily the
security measures concerning authentication and authorization issues: pursue to the above-mentioned
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) the implementation of both computerized authentication
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and procedures for managing authorization’s credentials is required. To assure the security of and the
trust in the system, and to properly protect the rights and freedoms of natural persons, it is fundamental
to provide technical solutions aimed at allowing the circulation of digital identities and the access to the
infrastructural services offered by EDI (e.g. Data Catalogue, Big Data Stack or Application container
Infrastructure). For identity management and data protection mechanisms, EDI will follow the standard
practice in the security research community.
Identity management deals with identifying individuals (authentication) and controlling access
(authorization) to resources in a system. All the Privacy Enhancing Technologies associated with identity
management aim at identity verification with minimum identity disclosure, and protection against identity
theft. Due to internetworked services and in general to Cloud technology, the need of a secure identities
management has grown increasingly. Identity and access management (IAM) is the security and business
discipline that “enables the right individuals to access the right resources at the right times and for the
right reasons”. It addresses the need to ensure appropriate access to resources across increasingly
heterogeneous technology environments and to meet increasingly rigorous compliance requirements.
Technologies, services and terms related to identity management will be exploited including Directory
services, Digital Cards, Service Providers, Identity Providers, Digital Password Managers, Single Sign-on,
JSON Web Token and JSON Web Key from OpenID Connect’s model, OpenID Connect , OAuth and XACML.
In particular EDI’s solutions for IAM are, and will be, influenced by many existing and upcoming standards:
OAuth 2.0, User Managed Access (UMA) and OpenID Connect as well as the upcoming Minimum Viable
Consent Record (MVCR) specification from Kantara Initiative.
More specifically, following the “Privacy by default and by design” principles, included in the GDPR, the
EDI platform will adopt an integrated and multilevel approach to protect the user information from the
fraudulent access and consumption. This will be achieved for the Big Data Stack and the Data Catalogue
employing an OpenLDAP system. This OpenLDAP stores all user information and needed Kerberos
principals, configured in a way to obtain minimal amount of personal information necessary to
unambiguously and uniquely identify the user. Such an approach will simplify the realization of the “right
to be forgotten” policy, as it is sufficient to remove the data stored at OpenLDAP to make anonymous the
data stored in different components of the platform and associated to the user.
Furthermore, in order to allow the secure transmission of personal data, the EDI APIs support the HTTPS
communication protocol. The input and output data are transmitted as “plain text” over HTTPS and
encrypted by the TSL (Transfer Security Layer), or by the SSL (Security Socket Layer). HTTPS is based over
certificates and ensure the client and server mutual authentication.
For ensuring the privacy and security of datasets generated by EDI project that will remain private, the
GPG (GNU Privacy Guard) will be used. GPG allows encrypting files using a public-key cryptography. GPG
uses user’s private key for signing and encrypting files, that can be later decrypted using user’s public-key.
Anyhow, in EDI project GPG’s symmetric encryption algorithm will be used, which allows encrypting files
using a password known by all consortium members allowed to check those files. In addition, those
encrypted files will be stored at Google Drive, granting access only to proper consortium members.
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4.2 Focus on data aggregation and pseudonymization techniques
Personal and sensitive data will be made publicly available only after an informed consent has been
collected and suitable anonymization techniques have been applied. Before starting the project activities,
a careful investigation on privacy and security issues has been and will be undertaken, covering in
particular Italian, Spanish and UK privacy laws, since these are the geographical locations of data
controllers in the project. For example, ENG will be the data controller of user registrations in Fiware Lab
Container solution, DEUSTO will be the data controller for sub-grantees datasets and user registration
details into Data Catalogue and Data Stack and, finally, F6S is the data controller for information gathered
about Open Call participants.
As regards anonymization techniques, data confidentiality, integrity and privacy will be assured when
collecting and processing data. The information for each person contained in the release cannot be
distinguished from a given number of other individuals whose information also appear in the release.
Moreover, the pseudonymization of data is another method of ensuring confidentiality, according to the
Article 29 Working Party Opinion on Anonymization Techniques and in relation to the EU General Data
Protection Regulation [4]. Where data are particularly sensitive (e.g. data using detailed personal
narratives) then risks to confidentiality increase. In this case, participants will be carefully informed of the
nature of the possible risks. This does not preclude the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that
maximal anonymization procedures are implemented. A detailed description of the measures that will be
implemented to prevent improper use, improper data disclosure scenarios and ‘mission creep’ (i.e.,
unforeseen usage of data by any third party), within the above-mentioned security protection strategy,
will be provided before the commencement of validation activities as update of this deliverable.
The optimal solution will be decided by using a combination of different techniques, while taking into
account the practical recommendations developed in the above-mentioned Article 29 Working Party
Opinion on Anonymization Techniques. It should be noticed that, although pseudonymization
approaches reduces the linkability of a dataset with the original identity of a data subject and is
accordingly a useful security measure, according to both the above mentioned Article 29 Working Party
Opinion on Anonymization Techniques and the General Data Protection Regulation, pseudonymization
does not qualify as an anonymization technique, as it enables data to re-identify the data subject to which
it refers. Therefore, pseudonymized data is personal data and, therefore, its processing must comply with
the GDPR in full.
These techniques have to adhere certain requirements to comply with data protection and privacy-related
legislation in the EU [5]. The following set of requirements (among others) has been extracted from the
GDPR and the Article 29 Working Party Opinion on Anonymization Techniques and will be the guidelines
for security protection strategy drafting [6][7]:



User authentication: the system has to provide adequate mechanisms for user authentication.
Limited access: the system must ensure that data is only provided to authenticated and
authorized persons. The list of authorized persons to each dataset and their user privileges shall
be restricted to the minimum necessary.
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Protection against unauthorized and authorized access: the records of an individual have to be
protected against unauthorized access.
Notice about use of data: the users should be informed about any access to their records.
Access and copy users’ own data: the system has to provide mechanisms to access and copy the
users’ own data.
Modification of the database: if an attacker breaks into the system, the system must detect
modifications and inform the system administrator about this attack.
Data protection by design and by default: privacy and data protection standards shall be taken
into account from the outset of the project. Therefore, taking into account the state of the art,
the cost of implementation and the nature, scope, context and purposes of processing as well as
the risks of varying likelihood and severity for rights and freedoms of natural persons posed by
the processing, the controller shall, both at the time of the determination of the means for
processing and at the time of the processing itself, implement appropriate technical and
organizational measures which are designed to implement data-protection principles in an
effective manner and to integrate the necessary safeguards into the processing in order to meet
the requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation. Additionally, the controller shall
implement appropriate technical and organizational measures for ensuring that, by default, only
personal data which are necessary for each specific purpose of the processing are processed.

The above-mentioned potential “unforeseen usage” implications of this project have been examined by
the EDI’s External Ethics Advisor.

4.3 Internal threats and human errors
Most organizations focus on data management risk from external threat but most breeches occur from
internal vulnerabilities. These can be thought of as part of the same risk continuum. This section looks at
internal vulnerabilities and how to reduce them. There are two main types of internal threats.
 Security may fall victim to human error. For example, an employee may copy information from an
entire database table into an email for troubleshooting purposes and accidentally include external
email addresses in the recipient list.
 Internal Attacks. While internal accidents often compromise databases, wilful attackers on the
inside commit a large portion of database breeches. Many are disgruntled employees who use their
privileged access to damage.
Most of these attacks came using the numerous outlets for data on the modern PC, including USB and
Firewire ports, CD and DVD recorders and even built-in storage media slots. Combined with the fact that
storage space on portable devices has rapidly increased, business professionals can now use personal
storage devices, such as USB memory sticks, iPods, digital cameras and smart phones, to remove or copy
sensitive information either for malicious intent or personal gain.
Internal threat prevention
The implementation of a strong and flexible security policy is essential for EDI. A security policy can
provide rules and permissions that are understandable to both the employee of EDI partner organizations
and those implementing them so that personal data is prevented from leaving the office. EDI policy is
based on the security policies in the EU that are often enough if enforced to prevent such breeches, and
are summarized in the following 5 points methodology:
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1
2
3

4
5

Data protection
policies
Internal data
protection policies
Clear staff role
definition and
responsibilities
Access control
Sanctions and audits

Using national or local legal guidelines for data protection and
privacy policies (DP)
Written policies and procedures for all staff to sign in and agree to
Staff training, awareness and clear roles and staff responsibilities
on data for access to data with checklists (see attached)
Managing change in staff and have leave processes in place
Disciplinary action for breach of DP and process guidelines by staff
and threat of audits

EDI management team is currently evaluating security policies based on its needs, restrictions and
incubation process requirements. After this evaluation an internal security policy will be adopted and will
be attached to the updates of the Data Management Plan released after that date.

5. Ethical aspects in EDI
The EDI consortium is committed to perform a professional management of any ethical issue that could
emerge in the scope of the activities of the project, also through the support of its External Ethics Advisor.
For this reason, the consortium has identified relevant ethical concerns already during the preparation of
the project proposal and, then, during the preparation of the Grant Agreement. During this phase, the
European Commission has also carried out an ethics scrutiny of the proposal, with the objective of
verifying the respect of ethical principles and legislation. With regards to EDI, the research entails specific
ethical implications, involving human subjects and risks for the protection of personal data [8][9]. In
particular, the EDI ethical issues (requirements), as reported in the European Commission ethics scrutiny
report and acknowledged by the EDI project, are the following:

D6.1 – POPD – Requirement no. 1
According to the DoA, this requirement reads as follows: “Detailed information must be provided on the
possible risk of re-identification of data subjects concerned by the use of large amount of big data sets
across sector, and elaborate a risk mitigation plan especially concerning the potential mosaic effects and
incorporate it in the data management plan”.
D6.1 [15] has addressed this requirement by identifying the potential risks of re-identification of data
subjects in the processing of the datasets, provided by consortium’s Data Providers, and performed by
the beneficiaries of the EDI incubation process. That deliverable has set up a risk mitigation plan to
adequately manage personal data which might be embedded in big datasets.

D6.2 – GEN – Requirement no. 2
According to the DoA, this requirement reads as follows: “An independent ethics advisor with specific
competence in data protection to be appointed and considered as a relevant element of the project
management structure. The advisor will regularly examine, advice and report (possibly along D5.6 periodic
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reporting) on project's ethical framework for publication and use of datasets, as well as on valid source
and purpose for secondary use of data provided by the project's infrastructure”.
D6.2 [16] gives full details about the External Ethics Expert chosen. Section 5.1 in this document explains
why the chosen person, namely José Leandro Núñez García, is adequate to perform such duty for EDI.

D6.3 POPD – Requirements No. 3
According to the DoA, this requirement reads as follows: “Justification must be given in case of collection
and/or processing of personal sensitive data. Detailed information must be provided on the procedures
that will be implemented for data collection, storage, protection, retention and destruction and
confirmation that they comply with national and EU legislation. Detailed information on the informed
consent procedures that will be implemented in regard to the collection, storage and protection of personal
data must be submitted on request, also with reference to repurposing. The applicant must explicitly
confirm that the data used are publicly available. In case of data not publicly available, relevant
authorizations must be provided”.
D6.3 [17] summarizes the measures to collect, store, protect, retain and destroy personal data gathered
in the project. This document actually borrows information from sections 2 where full account of all the
datasets generated by the project and the personal details included in them is given.

D6.4 NEC – Requirements No. 4
According to the DoA, this requirement reads as follows: “The applicant must confirm that the ethical
standards and guidelines of Horizon2020 will be rigorously applied, regardless of the country in which the
research is carried out. The applicant must clarify whether personal data (common and sensitive) will be
exported from the EU to Turkey and upon what legal conditions”.
D6.4 [18] details why there is no risk of leakage of personal data from EU to Turkey. All personal data is
gathered, stored and processed by core consortium partners in EU countries.

5.1 External Ethics Advisor
The External Ethics Expert appointed is José Leandro Núñez García. He is a suitable candidate since it
comes from the Spanish Data Protection Agency, where he represented the institution at European and
international organizations and fora, such as the Consultative Committee of Convention 108, the Article
29 Working Party or the International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners. He is a
partner in the layer firm AUDENS3 specialized in Law for IT.

3

https://www.audens.es/
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6. Conclusion
This deliverable has described EDI’s Data Management Plan (DMP). Such document explains the types of
data that will be generated and/or gathered during the project, the standards that will be used, the ways
in which data will be exploited and shared (for verification or reuse), and in which way data will be
preserved. Starting from a brief illustration of the EDI project, this report has described the procedures of
data collection, storing and processing. It has also offered a detailed overview on EDI security protection
strategy and of the ethical concerns raised by the project activities. Notably, Section 2 has offered a full
account of all the datasets managed within the project, focusing on primary datasets, i.e. those generated
by the project’s endeavour.
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Comments from External Ethics Advisor
Overall assessment of Ethics compliance and GDPR regulations of this document
EDI Consortium has shown a firm commitment with the incorporation of the highest ethical standards
into research and innovation projects without risking their potential socioeconomic impact. This Data
Management Plan reflects their willingness to ensure that data used during the incubation process is
processed in a way which is strictly respectful of ethical standards and security measures, and to align the
potential benefits of ICT technologies with the protection of human rights.
After a careful review of the Data Management Plan by the Ethics Advisor, the global assessment shall be
positive, although careful consideration should be given to the weaknesses listed below. It should be
noted that this report consists on a general appraisal to ethics and data protection matters, and that
further evaluation is presented in the additional dedicated deliverables.
-

-

-

-

The Data Management Plan clearly shows the procedures through which an appropriate legal
basis is provided for every processing of their personal data (either through the F6S submission
form, Data Catalogue, or specific forms designed for external experts).
EDI Consortium also shows all efforts have been made to ensure that Data Providers datasets
comply with all relevant legal and ethical responsibilities, that personal raw data used to create
the datasets are lawfully obtained and that datasets have been appropriately anonymised before
they are made available for the incubation process.
Along the Data Management Plan, it has been clearly specified the data controller of each
dataset, together with the means in which data will be collected for each of them, their storage
policies and releasing of the data approach.
Explicit reference has been made to the fact that sub-grantees will be held as data controllers
for the new generated personal data that may take place from their work during the incubation
process.

Weaknesses detected
-

-

-

As for the open access to research data plan, it is of great importance that data undergoes a robust
anonymization process before its release. In this regard, the Data Management Plan seems to use
the terms “aggregation” and “pseudonymisation” as being equivalent to “anonymisation”
techniques. According to GDPR, pseudonymisation is just a security measure, so information to
which of these techniques have been applied should be still considered personal data. In our
opinion, in order to make information publicly available, it must be fully anonymised.
It is sometimes unclear the role that EDI consortium members play in respect of the datasets:
sometimes they seem to be mere data processors, but others they seem to determine the
purposes and means of the processing of data. In this later case, they should be considered data
controllers, or joint controllers at least.
It has been pointed out that metadata may also qualify as personal data, as rich metadata could
lead to reidentify a data subject when combined with other datasets, especially in a highly
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-

-

technological context where computational power and access to rich additional datasets
consisting of large amounts of detailed information may lead to re-identification.
A review of the EDI Terms of service has revealed that the wording announces: “Processing your
request does not imply that we can share data with third parties. This will not be the case unless
there is legal enforcement to do so”. However, as the Data Management Plan states, this data
may be shared with the Commission.
In the section devoted to information security, a reference has been added regarding data breach
notification.

Recommendations
-

-

-

-

As a general rule, no personal data shall be made public, unless there is a proper legal basis to do
so, and all relevant dispositions of the General Data Protection Regulation are complied with.
Therefore, we strongly recommend adopting a powerful anonymisation standard. This is
particularly important when certain attributes of the dataset may easily lead to re-identification.
This could happen, for instance, when the dataset contain detailed information about small
subgroups of population.
The release of Data Providers datasets possess the highest risk. Therefore, in this instance,
anonymisation and security measures need to be particularly strong. Even though Data Providers
are considered data controllers of their data and have undertaken the obligation to preserve
privacy and data protection rights, we recommend that ENG and DEUSTO carefully review,
according to their means, this process. Indeed, Data Providers should allow for and contribute to
audits conducted by EDI consortium.
As regards metadata, as long as an assessment may lead to confirm it has potential to re-identify
a person and be defined as personal data, all appropriate measures regarding personal data
regulations shall be observed.
In relation to sub-grantees data, we recommend including the following binding obligations in
the contract:


To use the data for the specific purposes of the incubation process only, and to delete it
after the granted access has finished.



Not to try to re-identificate the data and, in case that re-identification occurs, not to use
such data.
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